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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP3056264A1] A tinting machine pre-programmed for preparation of paint mixtures of various target colors in a paint container having a
size selected from a set of various sizes designated for various target volumes of paint mixtures, which target volumes being pre-programmed
to said tinting machine; said paint container being pre-loaded with a base having a certain volumetric amount designated in accordance with
said size, and said tinting machine comprising a plurality of pigment paste reservoirs for containing pigment pastes having various colors, and for
transferring said pigment pastes into paint containers; wherein the tinting machine further comprises a complementary paste reservoir for containing
a complementary paste and for transferring said complementary paste into paint containers, such that, in use, the complementary paste is dispersed
in a pre-programmed complementary volumetric amount and thereby same final volume of paint mixture is obtained, said final volume is equal to the
target volume, and is valid for paint mixtures of all colors. The present invention further proposes a tinting method for preparation of paint mixtures
having a final volume, which is valid for all colors.
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